
C= b x h x I x N*

C - Replacement Value of examined object;
b - Original Price of the Object;
N - Single Increasing Factor;
h - Coefficient of Currency (i.e. USD);
I - Direct Proportion of the Increasing Factors;

Ruby which been examed is a rare sample of the star ruby.

* - Amount of increasing Factors.
100 - is 100% - i.e. all 14 increasing factors from the list figured below. Meaningful %
value of each factor is about 7% (for example 13 factors - 93%; 12 factors - 86%
$800.000 - is a market price of full packet on the base of certified rough ruby specimen
from Longido mining.

Increasing factors when calculating a replacement value have to be:

1.Size of object                              8. Artistic value of object
2. Rarity of object                           9. Perfection of the crystallite forms of object
3. Origin of object                         10. Amount of defects intrinsic to object
4. Treatment or lack of treatment  11. Amount and coverage of elements of the coating
5. Time of the objects extraction   12. Potential for jewelry treatment of the object
6. Ranking of object                      13. Potential possibilities of object being used as a 
7. Certification of the object           financial instrument
14. Limits to financial uses of object

Calculations for 8.68 KILOGRAMS Natural Ruby-Zoizite- Amphibolite Rock,
GIA REPORT 1269225475, July 4, 2017

h - USD b - USD 50.0 per gr.  I - x2 N - about 5% - 7%
*-14  C - USD 1.100.000 x 2 X 100

The mail principles of pricing and evaluation of non-standart and unique objects - raw large single crystals
of precious and semi-precious stones, large rough diamonds, etc.. The basis of any pricing and evaluation
is a market - that is statistics processing sales of similar items,goods, products. Based on this data set price
offered for sale goods. However certified product (it has documentary proof of physical parameters), there 
will always be in times more expensive than non-certified counterparts evaluated. Market price is the basis 
for further definition of financial volume of goods, i.e. profit which may bring this product within a certain 
period being turned in banking instruments. Financial volume is calculated by the variant Hartley formula 
based on the market price and a set of matching (related) this product raising factors and usually exceeds the
market value of 5 - 14 variant times and is calculated by experts (independent appraisers or special appraiser 
companies) for insurance and banking purposes.
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Item Description:
Identification:
Origin/ Origine/ Herkunft/ Origine:
Measurements/ Dimentions/ Abmessungen/ Dimensioni:
Weight/ Poids/ Gewicht/ Peso:
Colour/ Couleur/ Farbe/ Colore:
Shape/ Forme/ Form/ Forma:
Variety:
Transparency:

Comments:
Gemological report:

One rough stone
Natural Ruby-Zoisite-Amphibolite Rock
Tanzania (Longido)
29.05 X 26.09 X 25.06 CM
8.68 KILOGRAMS
Variegated Purplish Red, Green, Dark Green
Rough
Natural Ruby with Matrix
Semi - Translusent to Opaque
Petrographic testing would be necessary
to fully characterize this material
GIA REPORT 1269225475, July 4, 2017

This is to certify THAT WE ARE ENGAGED IN THE 

JEWELRY BUSINESS, appraising diamonds, and 
precious stones of all descriptions and have been
engaged in said business for several years. We 
herewith certify we have carefully examined the 
following listed and described article. We estimate
the value as listed for insurance or other purpose
at the current retail value, excluding Federal and 
other taxes. In making this appraisal, we DO NOT
agree to purchase or replace the articles. The 
foregoing appraisal is made and accepted upon
the express undestanding that the appraiser giving 
same incurs NO LIABILITY OR RESPONSIBILITY. 

Replacement Value: about USD 220.000.000
(Two hundred twenty million USD)

This methodology of appraisal based on experience of previously made transactions of a similar nature and modified Harthly formula.
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